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Death and mourning are important themes in the eleventh-century classic *The Tale of Genji*. The author, Murasaki Shikibu (c. 973–c. 1014 CE), mentions the deaths of thirty-seven characters within the tale, beginning with Genji’s mother, the Kiritsubo Intimate, or Kiritsubo no Kō.¹ Genji’s father, the Kiritsubo emperor, deeply mourns in a style that mimics Bai Juyi’s (772–846 CE) famous ninth-century Chinese poem, “The Song of Everlasting Sorrow” (*Chang hen ge*).² However, because Genji is only three years old (and despite participating in mourning rituals), he “did not understand what the matter was, and he gazed in wonder at the sobbing gentlewomen who had served his mother and at His Majesty’s streaming tears” (何ごとかあらむとも思したらず、さぶらふ人々の泣きまどひ、上も御涙の隙なく流れおはしますを、あやしと見たてまつりたまへるを。).³ Abe Akio, among others, documents that Genji’s inability to mourn his mother, while simultaneously witnessing his father’s deep mourning, resonates throughout the tale.⁴

As readers will know, the Kiritsubo emperor ends his mourning when he takes Fujitsubo as a favored consort. For Genji, Fujitsubo becomes his beloved stepmother and, eventually, lover. Paul Schalow concludes that replacing the Kiritsubo Intimate with Fujitsubo “amounts to a denial of the loss.”⁵ Reginald Jackson describes this act as “failed mourning.”⁶ However, I propose that this act of replacement ultimately allows Genji to mourn for his mother. Through substitution Genji learns that he can displace his emotions onto others in order to (attempt to) solve past issues.⁷ Just as this realization will guide Genji in finding a perfect love, it will...
also assist him in perfecting his demonstrations of loss, until he can mourn in a fashion surpassing his father.\textsuperscript{8}

Genji monogatari is too complex a text for a single treatment to address all cases, and in this article I focus on the chapter “Yūgao,” or “The Twilight Beauty,” as it documents Genji’s first choices regarding the mourning of a substitution of his mother.\textsuperscript{9} Schalow demonstrates that Yūgao and the Kiritsubo Intimate are intricately linked through the repercussions they both suffer due to their love affairs.\textsuperscript{10} He also underscores that Genji sees Yūgao’s death as a sacrifice that spares Fujitsubo (the original replacement of his mother and ideal lover).\textsuperscript{11} Through these substitutions, Murasaki Shikibu creates a link between the three-year-old Genji who could not understand the mourning rituals forced upon him with the nineteen-year-old Genji faced with an unexpected death of a lover with whom he lacks a socially sanctioned, public, relationship. I argue that Murasaki Shikibu carefully constructs a secretive scene of mourning to highlight the tension in this episode, which is exacerbated because codes in existence at the time prescribed mourning only within familial or lord/vassal relationships.\textsuperscript{12}

An Evening Death: Navigating the Demise of Yūgao

In “Yūgao,” Genji is eager to enjoy the caress of his secret lover away from the sounds and prying eyes of her bustling compound, and the two steal away for a romantic encounter in an eerie remote villa on the night of the sixteenth of the eighth month. After an evening of romance, Genji drifts off and dreams of a woman who is angry with his amorous advances to another. In his dream, the woman shakes Yūgao. When Genji awakes, he finds his companion unconscious. Genji comes to understand this “woman in his dream” (夢に見えつる容貌したる女) as a spirit who “had taken [Yūgao]” (物にけとられぬるなめり).

At first, Genji does not comprehend that Yūgao is dead and immediately calls upon his attendants to perform rituals to rid the place of spirits in the hopes of reviving her. During this process, Genji is increasingly terrified about “the awful thought that he might cause her death” (この人を空しくしなしておることのいみじく思さるるに添へて), his “recklessness in these affairs” (かかる筋におほけなくあるまじき心の報いに), providing gossip so “all and sundry would know him only as a fool” (ありありて、をこがましき名をとるべきかな、思しめぐらす).

Here, even before understanding that Yūgao can not be revived, Genji is consumed with worries that signal his desire to keep the event a secret from the larger
world at court in order to spare his reputation. Careful readers of the scene would also understand additional, unwritten, motives to keep the affair private: to conceal the identity of Yūgao as Tō no Chūjō’s former lover, as well as the existence of a daughter born from their affair. Murasaki Shikibu infuses the opening lines of Yūgao’s death scene with the tension of Genji’s anxiety regarding secrecy, fear of potential scorn, and anticipation of future advancement.

Once Genji realizes that Yūgao cannot be revived, his choices regarding death ritual underscore both his inexperience and his desire to conceal the events of that fateful evening. As we might expect in a scene detailing Genji’s first experience of the death of a lover, Murasaki Shikibu shows us a hero who has little practice in managing death but who is still acutely aware of the necessary ritual and practices. Despite this knowledge, which would have been broadly shared among people of Genji’s station, the narrator routinely highlights Genji’s youthful naïveté. For example, upon finding Yūgao “growing cold and…no longer breathing” (ただ冷えに冷え入りて、息はとく絶えはてにけり), the narrator informs us that Genji:

was speechless. There was no one to tell him what to do. He should have recalled that at such times one particularly needs a monk, but despite his wish to be strong he was too young, and seeing her lost completely undid him…The sudden calamity had him completely confused.

This explanation reminds the reader of Genji’s youth (he is “too young” 若き御心にて) and inexperience (“he should have recalled” 思すべけれど), as well as his current physical and mental isolation from the world at court (since “there was no one to tell him what to do” 賴もしくいかにと言ひふれたまふべき人もなし). In addition, by declaring that Genji was “completely confused” (いとあわたたしき), Murasaki Shikibu constructs a plausible excuse for Genji’s upcoming choices regarding Yūgao’s death, which readers might find distasteful. This attempt to absolve Genji is also evident in the narrator’s analysis of Genji and his attendant Koremitsu’s request for a monk. The narrator states, “they were too young really to know what to do” (いづれもいづれも若きどちにて). Here, the narrator emphasizes that decisions that might otherwise seem odd make sense if we bear in mind Genji’s learning curve. However, despite Genji’s youth,
isolation, and confusion, the text demonstrates that, although not performing with the utmost elegance expected of our “shining prince,” he is aware of death ritual and practice as well as the roles he is required to play, or not play, in them. His selections are meant to both appease and mourn Yūgao—whose spirit could threaten both Genji and the world of the court since she died unexpectedly at a young age—and enhance the tension of keeping crucial secrets.17

**Death Rituals to Pacify and Conceal**

The first of Genji’s decisions regarding death ritual and practice comes when he suspects Yūgao might be dead. Since she had no signs of illness prior to this evening, her death is unexpected; Genji confuses it with fainting. At this point, Genji calls for her to wake up and exclaims, “come back to life!” (生き出でたまへ), an act of spirit-calling.18 This time between Yūgao’s death and her funeral, when the corpse is viewed and rituals are performed until burial (also called mogari, 殯), not only provided a window for conclusive signs of death to appear, but also for performing spirit-calling, which was thought to bring the spirit back into the body and revive the person or have pacification and memorialization effects.19 By engaging in spirit calling, Genji attempts to reverse Yūgao’s death in order to avoid being shamed at court and to protect his secrets.

Once Genji understands that Yūgao is dead, he and Koremitsu view her corpse. Doris Bargen has argued that “viewing” is linked to the sharing of a more intimate knowledge of the character within The Tale of Genji.20 Schalow demonstrates how viewing, or sharing, Yūgao’s body links these courtly men (including Tō no Chūjō) in “friendship characterized by sexual rivalry” and opens “pathways of male connection.”21 While Reginald Jackson does not fully explore this scene, the viewing of the female corpse by two men fits into his scheme of transmission of the homosocial bond and melancholic attachment.22 Jackson’s evidence of melancholy does not depend on demonstrations of sadness, of which Koremitsu is assigned only two, but on looking for an “exquisite corpse continually in the hope of one day reviving it.”23 After viewing Yūgao’s corpse, Koremitsu is “more drawn than repelled” (球ましけもくらうたげなり).24 This could be read as Koremitsu “looking for an exquisite corpse” and taking on a melancholic attachment, strengthening his bond with Genji through mourning.

Focus on the shared gaze should not distract us from the powerful role of touch. During his spirit-calling, the narrator notes Genji is “throwing
his arms around” (つと抱きて) Yūgao. Later, Koremitsu wraps Yūgao’s body in a padded mat and takes it away to a remote mountain temple for a funeral and cremation. Because of their physical contact with the corpse, both Genji and Koremitsu suffer from kegare (穢れ), usually translated as “defilement” or “pollution.” The Engi Codes of 927 CE state that kegare caused by contact with the dead could be neutralized by secluding oneself at home for thirty days. In order to rid himself of defilement, Genji secludes himself, excuses himself from his court duties, and asks visitors to remain standing. Knowing his actions could alert others to his involvement in Yūgao’s death, Genji falsely attributes his seclusion to the “unforeseen defilement” (おぼえぬ穢らひ) of being in the home of his sick wet-nurse when a servant died. Despite Tō no Chūjō and Genji’s serving women not fully believing his story regarding the circumstances that lead to his defilement (穢らひとかかる穢らひ), he remains in seclusion.

I argue that these first three uses (of four) of the term kegare in the “Yūgao” chapter highlight the tension associated with the guilt and secrecy that surround Genji’s actions. Because he has no socially sanctioned relationship with Yūgao, and because he goes to great lengths to keep her death a secret, Genji cannot mourn using the public mourning rituals outlined in the Yōrō code of 718 CE, (promulgated 757 CE). Murasaki Shikibu accentuates this choice within the “Yūgao” chapter by not using terms directly associated with mourning, such as mo (“mourning,” 喪) or fukumo (“wearing mourning,” 服喪). Instead, she carefully chooses the term kegare to describe Genji’s state. In The Tale of Genji, “kegare” is used eleven times with the meaning of pollution after contact with death, but only after the deaths of Yūgao and Ukifune. Since Genji is not in the world of the tale during Ukifune’s mourning scenes, and although Genji will be in close proximity to the corpses of his wife, Aoi, and his lovers, Fujitsubo and Lady Murasaki, it is only after the death of Yūgao where the author describes him as “defiled.” Mi-suk Yi proposes this word choice is meant to underscore the unexpectedness of Yūgao’s death. However, I suggest that Murasaki Shikibu chooses the term kegare because other terminology relating to mourning would not be appropriate (as he had no sanctioned relationship with Yūgao) or would publicly reveal his (previously undisclosed) relationship. As opposed to using mourning terminology, which would reveal a close relationship with the deceased, by depicting Genji’s state as “defiled,” Murasaki Shikibu conceals Genji’s mourning. In this way, Genji is able to publicly participate in kegare rituals (which were important to protect himself and
the court from a potentially dangerous spirit) while hiding the true cause of his defilement.

Similarly, Genji adeptly selects other death rituals with the dual function of pacification and concealment. Murasaki Shikibu uses Genji’s choices regarding death ritual to emphasize his preoccupation with secrecy and self-preservation while also ensuring readers that Yūgao’s spirit will be pacified, which is part of Genji’s social obligation. As mentioned above, Genji has Koremitsu take Yūgao’s corpse to a remote mountain temple for funeral, cremation, and memorialization. Koremitsu and Genji choose this location because “at a mountain temple, though, this sort of thing is not unknown, and in a place like that it might be possible to evade attention” (「…山寺こそほかやることのつから行きまじり、物紛るることはべらめ」と思ひまはして). 35 At this temple, Yūgao’s spirit can be pacified without revealing her identity.

On the day after Yūgao’s death, with her funeral and cremation (which fulfills the hafuri, or discarding the corpse ritual) still not complete, Genji rides to the mountain temple. There, Yūgao’s appearance, now that she is in a Buddhist context and obviously dead, is described in remarkably different terms than when she was in the haunted house and in a liminal state between life and death. At the temple, Yūgao was “as lovely as ever” (いとらうたげなるさまして), showing no signs of death. 36 As Aileen Gatten has demonstrated, the narrator’s beautiful description of the state of Yūgao’s corpse suggests the possibility of a good rebirth despite the unexpectedness of her death. 37 This is an important description since Genji does not yet know Yūgao’s true identity and therefore cannot have the funeral formally dedicated to her spirit. Even though the rituals are not dedicated to her by name, the description of the state of Yūgao’s corpse serves to assure the reader that, despite her unconventional death, funeral, and memorial, she will be reborn in a Buddhist paradise. Additionally, by “saving” Yūgao, this scene begins to exonerate Genji of his actions related to Yūgao’s death, including keeping her identity a secret.

The narrator informs us that Yūgao is cremated (without confirmation of those in attendance) and Genji returns to the capital on the following morning. At this point, Genji is faced with yet another dilemma regarding death ritual: how to mourn secretly.

**Mourning to Pacify and Conceal**

Within the tale, Murasaki Shikibu’s construction of mourning for Yūgao is unique in that it provides a space to highlight personal choice when
navigating the complex array of elite mourning ritual and practice. In the Heian period, structures of mourning were communal; that is, they were public displays of internal emotion. After the death of other lovers (Aoi, Fujitsubo, and Lady Murasaki), Genji will be expected to mourn in accordance to his relationship with each woman (such as wife or empress). In “Yūgao,” Murasaki Shikibu emphasizes the secrecy of Genji’s mourning in order to heighten the reader’s emotional reaction to a lonely death, as well as Genji’s isolation and guilt. If, for instance, Genji adhered to codified mourning despite not having a familial relation with Yūgao, the reader would have understood his actions to be open declarations of a deep love. In order to conceal the relationship and Yūgao’s death while maintaining his obligations to the court, Murasaki Shikibu instead drew upon what Inada Natsuko describes as “personalized practices of mourning” prevalent in the Heian period. Genji purposefully rejects the most public ritual—wearing mourning robes—and instead participates in private rituals. This push and pull between public duty (to contain the pollution from death and pacify the spirit) and personal emotion (youthful inexperience, love, loss, and guilt) increased the sense of tragedy for the educated, sophisticated reader of the scene.

During the “twenty days and more” (二十余日) after Yūgao’s death, the text lets the reader know that Genji privately constructs a method for mourning his lover. Genji has Buddhist images made every seven days in a secret forty-nine-day memorial service meant to assist in Yūgao’s rebirth and pacification. Genji is able to privately participate in the public memorial rituals because they are held in a remote mountain temple and the monks are not told the name of either the sponsor or the deceased. The narrator stresses that Genji “secretly” (忍びて) has the Lotus Sutra read, has a dedicatory prayer composed “not naming the deceased” (その人となくて), and dedicates a new set of clothes he had “secretly” (忍びて) made for Yūgao. The fact that Genji keeps Yūgao’s identity from the monks, despite learning of it in order to dedicate the Buddhist rituals, is key in Genji’s efforts to ensure her death is not discovered.

As Schalow argues, guilt due to his relations with both Yūgao and Fujitsubo is a motivating factor in his behavior. This article does not allow space for a detailed comparison of Genji’s mourning of all his lovers; however, I want to briefly touch on Genji’s mourning of Fujitsubo. As in “Yūgao,” Murasaki Shikibu also uses laments and mourning ritual to reflect the complicated relationship between Genji and Fujitsubo. During the year of mourning Fujitsubo as an empress (人道后
の宮), Genji wears robes described as “dark gray” (こまやかなる鈍色の御直衣姿), “gray” (鈍びたる御衣), and “a somber costume that inclined unusually toward black” (常よりも黒き御装ひに). However, despite Genji’s deep love for Fujitsubo, this color could reflect codified mourning of his step-mother or his father-in-law (who also recently passed away) and not personal affection. Like Yūgao, publicly mourning Fujitsubo deeper than required would betray their secret relationship to the world. Following the same reasoning, after Fujitsubo’s death, Genji does not enter mourning seclusion or undergo any type of purification due to proximity to the deceased. This is notable since he was with Fujitsubo when she died and therefore polluted by close contact with the deceased. The fact that he does not undergo any sort of purification or seclusion after Fujitsubo’s death underscores the deeper level of secrecy and guilt regarding their relationship. By not acknowledging the pollution he incurred at Fujitsubo’s death, Genji hides their contact to a further extent than he hid his presence at the death of Yūgao (when he made visitors stand and remained away from the palace.) I argue that by not participating in purification rituals for Fujitsubo (or creating a “cover story”), Genji demonstrates both his growing maturity in navigating death rituals as well as an attempt at spirit pacification (and also self-preservation). Although assured a good rebirth, Fujitsubo’s spirit could become vengeful, since she died with the heavy sin of bearing Genji’s son. By not secluding himself, Genji is downplaying the closeness of their relationship, calming Fujitsubo’s spirit, and keeping their secret.

Similarly, Genji chooses not to reveal Yūgao’s identity to the monks conducting her memorial services, not to wear mourning robes, and not to extend his seclusion related to kegare—actions that would publicly signal his mourning was for a loved one. Scholars argue that the combination of purification ritual, sorrow, and memorial (all eventually expressed in the forty-nine-day Buddhist memorials) are the equivalent of mourning. However, although publicly codified mourning became linked with the (potentially private) forty-nine-day Buddhist memorial period, it was not erased. Importantly, the wearing of mourning robes persisted to the extent that they were worn during the forty-nine-day rituals. This was a public marker of mourning as the shades of the grey robes denoted one’s relationship to the deceased. Therefore, by not depicting Genji in mourning robes after the death of Yūgao, I suggest that Murasaki Shikibu shows us a Genji who decides he could not mourn through codified rituals and instead created another type of mourning, a private construction of his
own making, that met his goals of grieving, purification, and concealment. Although readers would understand that Genji’s choices were less effective for Yūgao’s spirit, they would also intuitively know that, despite Genji’s profession of love, he was prohibited from mourning Yūgao publicly because of a lack of sanctioned relationship and because of the potential consequences of revealing her death. This, in turn, heightens the tension in the passage and highlights the unenviable position Genji finds himself in.

Secret Laments to Grieve and Pacify
Over the course of the mourning period, Genji’s private poems allow readers to understand the depth of his feelings by unraveling references to well-known lament and elegy. Murasaki Shikibu uses various structures of time, be they the period of practice, Buddhist ritual time, or natural time, to communicate the length of mourning.\(^9\) For example, through prose depicting the passing of the seasons or participation in various rituals, the reader is able to discern how long Genji mourns. In “Yūgao,” Murasaki Shikibu layers poetic laments on top of this structure of time and ritual in order to demonstrate the depth of Genji’s mourning while continuing to pacify and conceal the subject of his sorrow.

As Gary Ebersole has demonstrated, special uses of language were thought to pacify the spirit of the deceased.\(^5\) As far back as the *Kojiki* and the *Nihon shoki*, mourners of Ame-no-wakahiko (a mythological god) performed songs aimed at bringing back his spirit.\(^5\) Ebersole argues ritual lament poetry had a “magico-religious efficacy” that was performed:

> not only for aesthetic pleasure but as a means of ordering and controlling potentially dangerous aspects of the world. This sense of the efficacy of poetic language survived until much later...and was prominent in the Heian and medieval periods.\(^5\)

Other scholars, such as Anne Commons, Roy Andrew Miller, H. Mack Horton, and Esperanza Ramirez-Christensen have built on this work, demonstrating that from *kotodama* (言霊, mysterious power of words to alter reality) which appear in the mid-eighth-century poetic anthology the *Manyōshū* (Collection of Ten Thousand Leaves, 万葉集) to linked verse (*renga*) popular in medieval Japan, carefully constructed language also had a place in ritual pacification of the spirits of the dead.\(^5\) Aileen Gatten, Norma Field, Haruo Shirane, Fujii Sadakazu, and Edith Sarra have investigated female characters of *The Tale of Genji* and how textual
representations of rituals of remembrance and spirit pacification function as literary devices. In short, words were not simple expressions of grief; they held power. Authors consciously crafted the words of their works to simultaneously express the grief associated with longing and mitigate the danger of potentially threatening spirits.

Murasaki Shikibu’s construction of language during Yūgao’s mourning scene conforms to these acts of spirit pacification while being part of the specific framework of concealment that enhances the resonances of this chapter. All three of Genji’s poetic laments on the topic of Yūgao’s death are private. Although there are, at times, other people in the room, because Genji keeps Yūgao’s identity secret they have no way of discerning the subject of his poems. This echoes Genji’s choices regarding ritual, in that he secretly constructs laments in order to hide his relationship and guilt.

Genji’s first lament functions as a corrective to withholding Yūgao’s identity during her funeral and cremation. Yūgao describes herself as “only a diver’s daughter” (海女の子なれば), but, after her death, her serving woman eventually reveals her as the orphan of a high-ranking family. With this information, Genji constructs a poem that begins to correct Yūgao’s maligned reputation and functions as eulogy and spirit pacification. Genji utters:

When the clouds to me seem always to be the smoke that rose from her pyre, how fondly I rest my gaze even on the evening sky

見し人の煙を雲とながむれば夕の空もむつましきかな

Here, Yūgao is the concealed subject of Genji’s poem, which plays on the traditional coupling of cloud and smoke imagery after a funeral pyre. The text does not disclose if Genji stays to witness Yūgao’s cremation. Therefore, it is only in this poem that Genji poetically dedicates the cremation to her specifically (見し人の煙), turning his lament into spirit pacification.

Genji then goes on to think, “the nights are very long now” (正に長き夜). This is a phrase from a poem by Bai Juyi that describes a man mourning his wife. By invoking this phrase, as well as calling her the mishi hito (見し人, which can mean the person known, including in a sexual manner), Murasaki Shikibu draws a comparison between the nights Genji spent together with Yūgao, when time passed quickly in her company, and the present, when she is no longer alive. This lament also
reframes Genji’s relationship with Yūgao, poetically elevating her status from secret lover to known lover, further pacifying her spirit with an acknowledgment of his love for her.

Genji’s second lament builds on his first and privately stresses a deep bond with Yūgao and a desire to reunite in the afterlife. The only people in the room with Genji as he voices these words are monks and a doctor, none of whom know the identity of Yūgao. Therefore, although technically public, the poem can also be classified as private since those in attendance do not know the subject. On the forty-ninth day of her memorial service, after making an offering of new clothes, Genji recites:

Amid streaming tears today a last time I knot this, her trouser cord—ah, in what age yet to come will I undo it again?

泣く泣くも今日はわが結ぶ下紐をいつれの世にかとけて見るべき

Here, by wondering if they will meet again in another age, or another life (いつれの世に), Genji demonstrates he is aware that this ritual marks the day Yūgao will transition to her next rebirth. However, Genji does not believe this marks the end of their relationship, as he expresses concern as to when he will be able to join Yūgao in the future. Additionally, similar to Genji’s first lament, this poem elevates Yūgao’s status and expresses a newfound respect by using terms that can be linked with a sanctioned relationship. Genji selects the term にゆ (結ふ, to tie or bind) to “knot…her trouser cord” (結ふ下紐). Scholars link this allusion to a poem in the Man’yōshū, which depicts an ancient practice where men and women used the trouser cord as a sign of chastity or monogamy. In this way, Genji’s lament anonymously raises the relationship from amorous tryst to sole partner, hoping that their love will last through their rebirths.

The third poetic lament that Genji composes after Yūgao’s death marks both the end of Yūgao’s memorial rituals and Genji’s mourning period. In this poem, Genji links Yūgao and a former lover, Utsusemi. When Utsusemi refuses Genji’s advances and returns to her husband, Genji murmurs to himself:

One of them has died and today yet another must go her own way, bound I know not to what end, while an autumn twilight falls

過ぎにしもけふ別るるも二道に行く方知らぬ秋の暮かな
While noting that the loss of Yūgao and Utsusemi was not the same, as “one of them has died and today yet another must go her own way” (過ぎにしもけふ別るるも), Genji struggles to understand the impermanence of these romantic bonds since both women are “bound I know not to what end” (二道に行く方知らぬ). The subjects of his solitary poem are concealed, thus allowing the reader (who is privy to Genji’s secrets) to fill in the appropriate characters. The timing of this final poetic lament signals that Genji does not dwell on his love for Yūgao, as he moves on to other possible love interests as soon as the period of purification and memorial are concluded. However, because Murasaki Shikibu earlier describes Genji as a novice in the practice of death ritual and shows him moving through a series of reactions that attempt to absolve him, readers are encouraged to forgive Genji for this selfish lament and allow him, too, to go his own way forward.

This rhetoric of mourning in “Yūgao”—coupling rituals and practices with solitary poetic laments—underscores Genji’s need for secrecy, isolation and guilt, and first unchaperoned navigation of mourning. During this death episode, Murasaki Shikibu includes details on death rituals and practices Genji thought were socially necessary while stressing the private nature of his choices. This scene of mourning mirrors the clandestine nature of Genji’s relationship with Yūgao, her death in an abandoned villa, and the secrets Genji keeps out of guilt.

Genji’s actions and emotions while mourning Yūgao demonstrate his newfound knowledge of death ritual. The narrator’s recurring comments on Genji as youthful and inexperienced in dealing with death serve as an excuse for his questionable decisions. However, Genji’s participation in purification and memorial rites demonstrate an understanding of death that he did not possess as a three-year-old child. Knowing that he could not wear mourning robes after the death of Yūgao and creating a cover story for his seclusion due to defilement, Murasaki Shikibu, I suggest, shows us a Genji who decides he could not mourn through the public rituals in the Yōrō code and instead creates another type of mourning, a private construction of his own making. Genji awkwardly, but fully, participates in rituals to rid himself of defilement from contact with death in order to prevent the spread of his pollution. He secretly, but adeptly, holds a funeral, cremation, and memorial service for Yūgao in order to prevent her from becoming a vengeful spirit. Finally, Genji’s private laments reveal his love for Yūgao and his personal desire to mourn her death and reunite with her in the next life. By participating in purification and memorializa-
tion rituals, Genji demonstrates his understanding of his position in the world of the court, as one responsible for guarding the palace from potentially harmful agents. Through his private laments, Genji establishes Yūgao as his lover without disclosing any of his (many) secrets.

The stress on secret mourning does not invalidate the effects of Genji’s actions. Genji holds memorial services for Yūgao and is able to appease her spirit and better her rebirth, despite withholding her name. Genji’s solitary poetic laments and acts of memorialization pacify Yūgao’s spirit, as well as his own. The narrator signals to the reader that Genji’s memorialization efforts will ultimately be successful by beautifully describing Yūgao’s corpse. Additionally, upon learning why Yūgao hid her true identity from him, Genji is able to internalize her perspective. These promising efforts, as well as the narrator’s claim of Genji’s inexperience, begin to absolve him of his actions that lead to Yūgao’s death. This, then, releases Genji from (some of) his guilt, allowing him to transform into our “shining prince” who will ultimately perfect life, love, and mourning.

NOTES

1 There is some disagreement as to Murasaki Shikibu’s birth and death dates. However, Royall Tyler states she “was born about 973…[with] the last record of her…dated 1013, and she may have died the next year.” See Tyler, “Introduction,” in The Tale of Genji, trans. Royall Tyler (New York: Penguin Classics; Reprint edition, 2006), xvii.


   In the original text, no term for “mourning” is given. Instead, Genji is described as かかるほどに, or “at such a time,” which commentators elaborate means wearing mourning clothes. See SNKBZS v. 20, 24, note 2.

4 Abe Akio, Genji monogatari kenkyū jōsetsu (Tokyo: Tokyo daigaku shuppankai, 1959), 939–1009. I argue that this careful combination of poetic laments and


9 Genji’s prior mourning experiences are when he mourns his mother at three and his grandmother at age six.

11 Ibid.; Abe Akio, Kanpon Genji monogatari (Tokyo: Shōgakukan, 1992), 95, note 5.
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